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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE AMES CIRCUIT 

 
Margaret Bond, 
 

Plaintiff-Appellant 
 

v.  
 
Anon, Inc., 
 

Defendant-Appellee 
 

 
 

Procedural Order 
 

No. 18-1110 

 
The Court has decided to hear oral argument in this case. The parties are directed to address two 
issues in their briefing and arguments to the Court: 
 

1. Whether the plaintiff’s complaint pleads proximate causation under the Anti-Terrorism 
Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2333.  
 

2. Whether Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. § 230(c), bars 
plaintiff’s claims. 

 
 
 

 
Tejinder Singh 
Deputy Assistant Clerk of the Court 

January 16, 2019 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF AMES 

 
 
Margaret Bond  
  

Plaintiff, 
     
v.       
       
Anon, Inc. 
 

Defendant    
 

 
 
 

Docket No. CV17-1020 

 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER  

GRANTING DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS 
 

This is a civil action under the Anti-Terrorism Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2333. Plaintiff Margaret 

Bond is the wife of Derek Bond, who was murdered in 2015, in a shooting attack allegedly 

perpetrated by a terrorist organization called Haprusa First Forever (HFF). She sued defendant 

Anon, Inc., which operates a social media platform called Hardest Right, alleging that HFF used 

Anon’s platform to post recruiting videos, post fundraising requests, and coordinate operations—

all of which Bond alleges contributed to the terrorist attack that killed her husband. Anon moves 

to dismiss on two grounds: first, that the complaint fails to plead causation under the Anti-

Terrorism Act; and second, that Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, 47 U.S.C. 

§ 270(c), bars Bond’s claim. Finding merit in both of these arguments, the Court GRANTS 

Anon’s motion. 

I. Background. 

The facts recited here are taken from the complaint. They are undeniably tragic. On 

January 3, 2015, three shooters perpetrated a mass shooting in a hotel lobby in Oblinsk, the 
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capital of the country of Haprusa. Thirteen innocent people were killed, and five more injured. 

Derek Bond, who was visiting Haprusa on business, was among the victims.  

HFF claimed responsibility for the attack, and asserted that it was carried out to protest 

Haprusa’s recent efforts to liberalize its immigration and refugee policies. These assertions were 

made in a statement issued to the media, and also on HFF’s social media page on Hardest Right.  

Hardest Right is a social media platform that caters to self-described right-wing groups 

and individuals around the world. Beginning in 2014, after other social media platforms took 

down HFF’s accounts for their extremist content, HFF began using Hardest Right as its principal 

social media platform. Thus, HFF maintains a page on the site where it can post its content. That 

content takes the form of text, photographs, audio, and embedded videos produced by HFF, 

uploaded to Anon’s servers, and edited using Anon’s software tools. These various 

communications include political messaging, recruiting pitches, and pleas for funds. HFF also 

engaged in back-and-forth with commenters, including by providing political commentary, 

information about weapons and survivalist tactics, and encouragement to disaffected young 

people to take back their country from outsiders. Many discussions on HFF’s page include racist 

statements and other offensive language. 

Anon makes money from Hardest Right through advertisements. Advertisements 

submitted by third parties are placed on users’ pages alongside user content. Users can click on 

the ad to open the advertiser’s outside web page. When users visiting HFF’s Hardest Right page 

click on the hyperlink to an advertisement, Anon receives revenue, and shares a small portion 

(less than 5%) of that revenue with HFF—as it does for every member on its site.  

After HFF killed her husband, Bond brought this action against Anon under the Anti-

Terrorism Act (ATA). Bond alleges that by providing a social media platform and associated 
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tools and services to HFF, Anon enabled the organization to engage in recruiting, raise funds, 

trumpet its terrorist message, and claim responsibility for terrorist attacks. Bond argues further 

that by sharing ad revenue with HFF, Anon directly funds a terrorist organization. Through these 

two mechanisms, Bond alleges that Anon provided material support to terrorists and to a terrorist 

organization and that this support contributed to the attack that killed her husband. She seeks to 

hold Anon civilly liable for damages. 

Anon has moved to dismiss the complaint for failure to state a claim under Federal Rule 

of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).  

II. Analysis 

Bond’s claims arise under the ATA’s primary liability provision, which provides that 

“[a]ny national of the United States injured in his or her person, property, or business by reason 

of an act of international terrorism, or his or her estate, survivors, or heirs, may sue therefor in 

any appropriate district court of the United States and shall recover threefold the damages he or 

she sustains and the cost of the suit, including attorney’s fees.” 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a).1 To state a 

claim under this provision, Bond must allege that Anon engaged in an act of “international 

terrorism,” and that her husband’s death occurred “by reason of” that act.  

For purposes of this motion, Anon concedes that providing communication services to 

known terrorists and terrorist organizations can fall within the definition of “international 

terrorism” set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 2331(1), because the provision of material support to 

                                                 
1 The ATA includes a separate provision for secondary liability—but that provision applies only 
if the perpetrator of the terrorist attack was designated a foreign terrorist organization by the 
United States government. See 18 U.S.C. § 2333(d). It is undisputed that HFF has not been 
designated a foreign terrorist organization, so this provision does not apply here. 
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international terrorists can fall within the definition. Anon disputes, however that any harm to 

Derek Bond was proximately caused by its provision of social media services (including ad 

revenue) to HFF. Anon also argues that Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act 

insulates it from liability for statements made by HFF on Anon’s platform.  

A. The Complaint Fails to Plead Proximate Causation. 

The parties agree that the phrase “by reason of” requires a showing of proximate cause, 

but disagree about what that means. The Ames Circuit has not yet resolved this issue, and other 

circuits take divergent approaches. The Seventh Circuit has held that the proximate cause 

standard is satisfied by essentially any monetary support to a terrorist organization—and perhaps 

any direct support of any kind. See Boim v. Holy Land Found. for Relief & Dev., 549 F.3d 685, 

697-99 (7th Cir. 2008). Other circuits appear to require a greater showing, holding that the 

defendant’s conduct must be a “substantial factor” in the chain of events that led to a terror 

attack. See Owens v. BNP Paribas, S.A., 897 F.3d 266, 275 (D.C. Cir. 2018); Rothstein v. UBS 

AG, 708 F.3d 82, 91 (2d Cir. 2013). And the Ninth Circuit, in a case with remarkably similar 

facts to this one, held that even more was required: the “plaintiff must show at least some direct 

relationship between the injuries that he or she suffered and the defendant’s acts.” Fields v. 

Twitter, Inc., 881 F.3d 739, 744 (9th Cir. 2018). 

After considering the relevant authorities, this Court concludes that the Ninth Circuit’s 

standard governs this case. Bond’s complaint does not explain how either the provision of a 

social media platform or the contribution of some unknown, but likely de minimis, fraction of an 

unknown pot of ad revenue led directly to her injuries, and so her claims fail on that basis. 
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B. Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act Bars Bond’s Claim. 

Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act provides that “[n]o provider or user of 

an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information 

provided by another information content provider.” 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1). An “interactive 

computer service” is “any information service, system, or access software provider that provides 

or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server.” Id. § 230(f)(2). An 

“information content provider” is “any person or entity that is responsible, in whole or in part, 

for the creation or development of information provided through the Internet or any other 

interactive computer service.” Id. § 230(f)(3). 

Broadly speaking, Section 230 gives the operators of Internet sites that host content—

including Internet service providers, website operators, bloggers, and social media platforms—

immunity from suits based on the contents of materials posted on those sites by third parties. 

Originally, the statute was most frequently deployed in defamation cases. Recently, however, 

district courts have considered whether Section 230 of the CDA bars claims based on the ATA 

when the plaintiff alleges that a social media company provided a platform to a terrorist 

organization. So far, these cases have held that CDA immunity bars these claims. See Gonzalez 

v. Google, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d 1156 (N.D. Cal. 2018); Pennie v. Twitter, Inc., 281 F. Supp. 3d 

874 (N.D. Cal. 2017), appeal dismissed (Oct. 19, 2018); Cohen v. Facebook, Inc., 252 F. Supp. 

3d 140 (E.D.N.Y. 2017).  

Bond argues that these cases are wrongly decided, and also seeks to distinguish them. To 

be sure, her arguments have some force. It is unlikely that Congress contemplated allowing 

support for terrorists when it passed Section 230. Thus, there is a reasonable argument that 

Section 230 was intended to protect interactive computer systems for torts based on the 
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objectionable nature of the content they host (e.g,. defamation), and not torts based on providing 

resources to certain speakers (e.g., terrorists). There also are arguable distinctions between a site 

like Hardest Right, which seeks out right-wing content, and a site like YouTube that solicits 

business from all comers. And of course, it is quite unseemly—and quite possibly criminal—for 

a site like Anon to earn a profit, via advertising revenue, by supporting terrorism. But even 

acknowledging the force of these and other contentions made by Bond, this Court holds that 

Bond’s claims are barred by Section 230. At its core, Bond’s complaint faults Anon for allowing 

HFF—an information content provider—to publish offensive content on Anon’s interactive 

computer system. That is precisely the conduct Congress chose to protect in Section 230. Anon 

is therefore immune from civil liability for that conduct. 

III. Conclusion 

Anon’s motion to dismiss is GRANTED. The clerk is directed to enter judgment and 

close the case. 

Dated: December 28, 2018     E. Gideon Ellison 
        United States District Court 

For the Ames District 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF AMES 

 
 

 
Margaret Bond  
  

Plaintiff, 
     
v.       
       
Anon, Inc. 
 

Defendant    
 

 
 
 

Civil Action No. ____________ 

 
COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff Margaret Bond, by her attorneys, alleges as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This is an action under the Anti-Terrorism Act, codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2331-2339D, 

which prohibits the provision of material support to terrorists and provides a civil damages 

remedy to any American national injured by reason of an act of international terrorism.  

2. For years, defendant Anon, Inc. has knowingly provided material support to terrorist 

organizations by providing Internet-based social media platforms that those organizations use for 

recruiting, fundraising, and operational planning. Anon makes substantial revenue from these 

activities by placing third-party ads on the social media pages of terrorists and terrorist 

organizations, and it shares a portion of that revenue with the organizations themselves—directly 

financing terror.  

3. As relevant here, Anon operates a social media platform called “Hardest Right,” a forum 

that caters to right-wing extremists around the world. Hardest Right is most popular with fringe 

groups that have been banned from mainstream social media platforms, and its forums are a 

cesspit of racist invective, conspiracy theories, and calls for terrorist violence. 

U.S. District Court 
District of Ames 

FILED 
 

January 5, 2018 
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4. In 2015, one of the terrorist organizations that Anon supports, called Haprusa First 

Forever (HFF), carried out a mass shooting in Oblinsk, the capital of the country of Haprusa. 

Thirteen innocent people were killed, and five more injured. One of the victims was Derek Bond, 

plaintiff’s husband and an American citizen. Before the shooting, HFF had posted about its 

agenda and sought funds through Hardest Right. After the shooting, HFF claimed responsibility 

on Hardest Right, augmenting its notoriety with Anon’s help. 

5. Plaintiff brings this action under the Anti-Terrorism Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a), to hold 

Anon responsible for its material support to known terrorist organizations, which caused her 

husband’s death.  

PARTIES 

6. Plaintiff Margaret Bond is a resident of the state of Ames, and the wife of decedent Derek 

Bond. 

7. Defendant Anon, Inc. is a privately held social media company with its principal place of 

business in Ames. It owns and operates the social media platform “Hardest Right.” 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. The Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

and 18 U.S.C. § 2334. Venue is proper under 18 U.S.C. § 2334. 

FACTS 

The “Hardest Right” Social Media Platform 

9. Anon launched Hardest Right, a global social media platform for right-wing, extremist 

groups, in 2010. In a mission statement on its homepage, the site describes itself as a “forum 

where those who see the emerging threats of globalism and socialism can express their views 

freely and share ideas with like-minded individuals.”  
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10. To establish a membership on Hardest Right, a user (either an individual or organization) 

must furnish a name and an e-mail address. True names, however, are not required; users can 

establish member accounts under pseudonyms to preserve their anonymity, and e-mail addresses 

are kept confidential. As of the filing of this complaint, the site boasts of having more than 

500,000 members. 

11. Each member on Hardest Right is required to create a “page,” where the member can 

display content according to a template furnished by Anon. The content can include text posts, 

photographs, embedded sound, videos, and other applications (e.g., surveys and polls, or games). 

Unless the posted content is already available elsewhere on the Internet (e.g., a video that has 

been uploaded to another site), all content posted to Hardest Right must be uploaded to Anon’s 

servers, where it is stored for display. Thus, Anon pays out of pocket to store member content on 

its servers. Anon also provides tools to enable members to edit and improve content posted on 

Hardest Right. For example, for written posts, members can choose from three fonts Anon 

supplies, and Anon’s software automatically suggests corrections to spelling errors. And Anon 

provides a range of photo and video editing software tools as well, permitting members to crop, 

zoom, highlight, and annotate photos and videos that they post to the site.  

12. Anon also facilitates interactions between its members. When a member displays content 

on his Hardest Right page, other members can comment on that content, and the posting member 

can join that discussion. Content and conversations on Hardest Right are frequently racist and 

nationalistic, and often have little basis in fact. For example, a user named RatPack2020 posted a 

video showing the violent beating of a liberal rabbi, which received more than 1000 comments—

mostly encouraging the beating or disparaging the victim. Other users have posted conspiracy 
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theories suggesting that Middle Eastern immigrants intend to destroy European societies and 

subjugate their residents. 

13. Anon actively moderates Hardest Right, but does not screen out extremist content. In the 

past, Anon has disabled accounts that it deemed to be fraudulent, i.e., accounts where a user 

falsely claimed the identity of a member. But despite multiple requests to take down content that 

was offensive, inaccurate, or incendiary, to the best of plaintiff’s knowledge, Anon has never 

done so. From all appearances, based on Anon’s mission statement for Hardest Right and its 

refusal to take down extreme content, Anon desires such content on Hardest Right. 

14. Anon principally makes money on Hardest Right from advertising. On members’ pages, 

Anon displays advertising that it determines will likely appeal to visitors to that page. On 

information and belief, these determinations are made by algorithm, and the precise algorithms 

are proprietary to Anon, but appear to at least consider content and place. For example, if an 

organization posts photographs of guns on its page, the algorithm might display an ad for a 

firearms publication. Or on the page of an organization headquartered in Haprusa, the algorithm 

might display an ad for a political campaign in that country. Advertisers pay Anon to post these 

targeted ads. On information and belief, Anon also receives additional revenue each time a 

member clicks on a targeted ad. 

15. Anon shares a portion of ad revenue with the Hardest Right members on whose pages the 

ads appear. The standard revenue sharing agreement allows members to receive 2% of the first 

$500 generated from their pages, 3% of the next $500, 4% of the next $500, and 5% of all 

additional revenues, paid monthly. So, for example, if the ads that Anon displays on a member’s 

page generate $2500 in revenue for Anon, Anon would pay $95 to the member. Payments are 

made using anonymous cryptocurrency transactions. 
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Haprusa First Forever 

16. Haprusa First Forever (HFF) is a right-wing terrorist organization in the country of 

Haprusa. Haprusa has a population of approximately 21 million people, concentrated in three 

large cities, with approximately two million in the capital, Oblinsk. The country is a 

parliamentary democracy with multiple political parties and regular elections. 

17. According to Haprusa’s law enforcement authorities, HFF began in the early 2000s as a 

criminal street gang in Oblinsk called the Haprusa Boys. The Haprusa Boys principally engaged 

in protection rackets and extortion. They had a membership of approximately 50, mostly poor 

and working-class young men from Oblinsk.  

18. In 2010, the Haprusa Boys’ membership had swelled to approximately 700 people across 

the country and its activities had grown more sophisticated and more violent. That year, 

Haprusa’s law enforcement cracked down hard on the gang, and most of the Haprusa Boys’ 

leaders were arrested. 

19. The organization’s remaining leaders shifted its emphasis from petty street crime to 

politics and terrorism, changing its name to Haprusa First Forever. Capitalizing on nationalist, 

anti-immigrant sentiment, HFF staged rallies and demonstrations against the government, and 

counter-demonstrations against pro-immigrant, liberal groups. 

20. Around the same time (2010), HFF began using the Internet heavily for recruiting and 

fundraising. It established social media accounts on every major platform, describing itself as a 

political party, and made prolific use of those platforms to spread its anti-immigrant message. 

21. For example, in 2013 HFF posted a photograph on Hardest Right that it claimed showed 

a group of refugees entering Haprusa, along with the statement, “Filthy criminals are taking over 

our country as we speak, and our false government is giving them food, clothes, and smartphones 
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using our money!” Approximately 500 people responded, generally agreeing with the sentiments 

express in HFF’s caption. Commenters urged violence against refugees, including deportation 

into war zones, forced sterilization, rape, and ethnic cleansing. Others propounded conspiracy 

theories that the refugees were coming to take over the Haprusa government, or that they had in 

fact already done so, which was why they were being permitted to enter the country. 

22. HFF also uses Hardest Right for recruiting. It urges young people to join its ranks to 

“retake our country from the globalists,” and uses the site to distribute literature supporting its 

agenda. 

23. HFF uses Hardest Right for fundraising, as well. Although members cannot pay through 

Hardest Right, HFF posts videos and text asking “patriotic Haprusans” to “support the cause” by 

contributing anonymously to HFF’s budget. It claims that the funds will be used for “organizing, 

direct action, and the defense of our members and our country.” 

24. HFF also incites violence on Hardest Right. In response to comments, especially from 

young men, HFF urges them to arm themselves and prepare to fight against the government and 

immigrants. It provides information about weapons and survivalist tactics. And it identifies 

rallies, marches, protests, etc., where it wants its members to go—armed, if possible, to start 

trouble. 

25. HFF’s activity was not limited to social media chatter. It remained at all times a violent, 

extremist organization. HFF members were arrested for violence against immigrant and refugee 

families in Haprusa. They were arrested for violently intimidating voters in Haprusa’s elections. 

HFF rallies and counter-protests also typically included at least some violence. And HFF 

advocated to overthrow the Haprusan government if the government did not adopt HFF’s policy 

agenda. 
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26. For example, in March 2014, an HFF-sponsored rally turned into a full-blown riot where 

three people were killed, and dozens more injured. Beforehand, HFF had used Hardest Right to 

direct its members to go, and urged them to be armed “to defend themselves by any means 

necessary from those who would silence us.” After the riot, HFF boasted about the event and the 

“passion” of its supporters on its social media platforms, and proclaimed that “more blood would 

be spilled” unless Haprusa was “restored to its rightful citizenry.”  

27. These statements prompted complaints to social media companies, which resulted in the 

termination of HFF’s official accounts on mainstream platforms. Complaints were made to Anon 

as well. Thus, no later than 2014, Anon knew that HFF was a terrorist organization that uses 

violence, including deadly violence, to achieve its political ends. But HFF’s account on Hardest 

Right was not terminated, and HFF continues to use the platform. Indeed, after its accounts on 

other sites were shut down, HFF posted to its page on Hardest Right that Hardest Right was the 

only social media site with “the will necessary to allow true patriots to speak.”  

28. According to Haprusa’s law enforcement authorities, HFF’s pivot into politics and its 

increasing use of the Internet have been very successful, as the organization’s estimated 

membership has swelled to over 2,000.  

29. Targeted ads are posted on HFF’s Hardest Right page. On information and belief, HFF 

receives a share of the revenue from Anon in connection with these ads, which it uses to advance 

its terrorist agenda. 

The Oblinsk Hotel Attack 

30. In late 2014, in response to various humanitarian crises around the world, the Haprusan 

government resolved to increase the number of refugees that it would accept by 100%, from 

10,000 to 20,000 per year. 
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31. On January 3, 2015, HFF responded by perpetrating a terrorist attack at the Oblinsk 

Hotel, one of the largest hotels in the Haprusan capital. Three gunmen entered the lobby, armed 

with automatic weapons, and opened fire on the guests and staff therein. Seven people were 

killed in a matter of seconds, followed by five more as the shooters worked their way through the 

lobby. Five others were injured. A trio of Haprusan police officers then arrived at the scene and a 

shootout ensued, during which one officer was murdered. The gunmen died, too.  

32. One of the victims of the attack was Derek Bond, an American citizen who was traveling 

in Haprusa on business. Bond was shot six times in the chest, shoulder, and head. 

33. A forensic examination of the shooters’ homes and electronic devices revealed that all 

three were members of HFF, that they had viewed HFF’s page on Hardest Right, and that they 

had accepted HFF’s views on immigration and refugees. Thus, there is a clear link between 

Anon’s conduct and the Oblinsk Hotel attack. 

34. After the evidence linking HFF to the massacre became public, HFF responded by 

claiming responsibility for the attack, describing the gunmen as its “soldiers” and “patriots.” It 

also threatened that unless the government reversed its refugee policy and put an end to the 

“ongoing invasion” of Haprusa, more violence would follow. HFF made these statements both to 

the mainstream media, which widely reported them, and also on its page on Hardest Right, where 

it received more than 2000 comments. Haprusa’s law enforcement officials deemed HFF’s 

statements credible, and issued arrest warrants for its leaders, who remain in hiding. 

35. HFF’s presence on Hardest Right was critically important to its rapid expansion and to 

the perpetration of the Oblinsk Hotel attack. Without a readily-available Internet platform to 

recruit sympathetic individuals into its membership, HFF would not have been able to plan and 
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execute a suicide attack on a major international hotel. And it would not have had the means to 

capitalize on the publicity generated by the attack to elevate its notoriety after the fact. 

36. Ad revenue from Hardest Right also funds HFF’s terrorist operations. Although the 

amount of revenue HFF has received is unknown, it could well be substantial. In any event, 

every dollar HFF receives from Anon and Hardest Right supports its terrorist agenda. 

37. Subsequent to the Oblinsk Hotel attack, HFF members have perpetrated two other violent 

attacks in Haprusa: a bus bombing in 2016, and a mass shooting in a public park in 2017. 

38. To this day, Anon has not taken any action with respect to HFF’s page on Hardest Right. 

Thus, as of the filing of this complaint, the page remains active, and ads there continue to 

generate revenue for Anon and HFF. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF: VIOLATION OF 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a)  
(MATERIAL SUPPORT: COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE)  

39. The allegations in the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated as if stated fully herein. 

40. The Anti-Terrorism Act provides a cause of action to the family of anybody killed or 

injured “by reason of an act of international terrorism.” 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a). 

41. The Oblinsk Hotel attack was an act of international terrorism. 

42. The provision of material support to known terrorists and known terrorist groups, for the 

purpose of advancing that organization’s political agenda, is an act of international terrorism. 18 

U.S.C. §§ 2331(a), 2339A, 2339B. 

43. By providing a communications infrastructure in the form of the Hardest Right platform 

to HFF, Anon allowed HFF to recruit, fundraise, spread its terrorist message, and perpetrate 

other terrorist activities, in violation of the statutes prohibiting material support to terrorists and 

terrorist groups, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2339A, 2339B. This support included the ability to post content on 

Hardest Right, space on Anon’s servers for HFF’s content, editing tools that Anon provided so 
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that HFF could enhance its content, and the other features of the Hardest Right platform—

including the ability for members to “follow” HFF, which made HFF’s messaging more 

effective. 

44. Anon provided these services knowing that HFF was a terrorist organization that would 

use sophisticated communication technology to advance its terrorist agenda. 

45. That support was at least a substantial factor in, and led directly to, the Oblinsk Hotel 

attack.  

46. Anon is therefore liable under 18 U.S.C. § 2333 for all damages plaintiff sustained as a 

result of injuries arising out of the Oblinsk Hotel attack. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF: VIOLATION OF 18 U.S.C. § 2333(a)  
(MATERIAL SUPPORT: REVENUE SHARING)  

47. The allegations in the foregoing paragraphs are incorporated as if stated fully herein. 

48. By knowingly sharing advertising revenue with HFF, Anon violated the statutes 

prohibiting material support to terrorists and terrorist groups. 18 U.S.C. §§ 2339A, 2339B.  

49. Anon provided that direct monetary support knowing that HFF is a violent terrorist 

organization that uses its funds to engage in deadly violence to advance its terrorist agenda. 

50. That direct monetary support was at least a substantial factor in, and led directly to, the 

Oblinsk Hotel attack. 

51. Anon is therefore liable under 18 U.S.C. 2333 for all damages plaintiff sustained as a 

result of injuries arising out of the Oblinsk Hotel attack. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff requests that this Court: 

a. Award plaintiff damages in an amount to be determined at trial, including compensatory 

and trebled damages pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2333. 
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b. Award plaintiff here costs, including attorney’s fees, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2333.  

c. Award any other relief that the Court deems just and proper. 

JURY DEMAND 

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      Benjamin Watson 
 
      Benjamin Watson 
      Redd & Bleu, LLP     
      5100 S. Ames Blvd 
      Ames City, Ames  
 
      Attorney for Plaintiff. 
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The court has ordered that (check one):
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.
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.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF AMES 

 
 
Margaret Bond  
  

Plaintiff, 
     
v.       
       
Anon, Inc. 
 

Defendant    
 

 
 
 

Docket No. CV17-1020 

 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 

 
 Plaintiff hereby gives notice that she is appealing the district court’s judgment dismissing 
her complaint, entered on December 28, 2018, to the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Ames Circuit. 
 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      Benjamin Watson 
 
      Benjamin Watson 
      Redd & Bleu, LLP     
      5100 S. Ames Blvd 
      Ames City, Ames  
 
      Attorney for Plaintiff 
 
 
Dated: January 7, 2019 
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